Dynamic Generation of Concentration- and Temporal-Dependent Chemical Signals in an Integrated Microfluidic Device for Single-Cell Analysis.
Intracellular signaling pathways are affected by the temporal nature of external chemical signaling molecules such as neurotransmitters or hormones. Developing high-throughput technologies to mimic these time-varying chemical signals and to analyze the response of single cells would deepen our understanding of signaling networks. In this work, we introduce a microfluidic platform to stimulate hundreds of single cells with chemical waveforms of tunable frequency and amplitude. Our device produces a linear gradient of 9 concentrations that are delivered to an equal number of chambers, each containing 492 microwells, where individual cells are captured. The device can alternate between the different stimuli concentrations and a control buffer, with a maximum operating frequency of 33 mHz that can be adjusted from a computer. Fluorescent time-lapse microscopy enables to obtain hundreds of thousands of data points from one experiment. We characterized the gradient performance and stability by staining hundreds of cells with calcein AM. We also assessed the capacity of our device to introduce periodic chemical stimuli of different amplitudes and frequencies. To demonstrate our device performance, we studied the dynamics of intracellular Ca2+ release from intracellular stores of HEK cells when stimulated with carbachol at 4.5 and 20 mHz. Our work opens the possibility of characterizing the dynamic responses in real time of signaling molecules to time-varying chemical stimuli with single cell resolution.